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Little People® Builders’ Load ‘n Go Wagon Recall 
 
Mattel, in cooperation with relevant safety regulators are voluntarily recalling the 
Little People® Builders’ Load ‘n Go Wagon model number P8977.  The product 
includes a red wagon with a yellow handle, multi-colored plastic blocks and a dog 
figure. The model number is located on the bottom of the wagon. “Little People® 
Builders” is found on a label on the side of the wagon and “Fisher Price” is embossed 
on the handle. Wagons with green handles are not included in this recall. 
 
The handle poses a laceration hazard if a child falls on it. 
 
Only the yellow handle is included in the recall of the Little People® 
Builders’ Load ‘n Go Wagon.  No other handles are affected. The remaining 
pieces of the Little People® Builders’ Load ‘n Go Wagon are not affected. 
 

 

 
 
 

 
1) If the wagon you own is NOT a Little People® Builders’ Load ‘n Go Wagon with a 
yellow handle and Little People® Builders’ logo that matches the image above, you 
are not affected by this recall. 
 
2) If you own a Little People® Builders’ Load ‘n Go Wagon with a yellow handle and 
Little People® Builders’ logo matching the image above, please examine handle of 
the Little People® Builders’ Load ‘n Go Wagon. 
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1) If the Little People® Builders’ Load ‘n Go Wagon you own has a yellow handle 
matching Image 1, it is affected by this recall. 
 
2) If the Little People® Builders’ Load ‘n Go Wagon you own has a green handle 
matching Image 2, it is not affected by this recall and you can continue to enjoy it.   
 
3) If the wagon you own does not have a handle that matches either of the above 
images, it is not affected by this recall and you can continue to enjoy it. 
 
If the handle of your Little People® Builders’ Load ‘n Go Wagon is affected 
by this recall please discontinue use of the People® Builders’ Load ‘n Go 
Wagon™ immediately.  
 
Mattel would like to send you a free replacement handle. To order your free 
replacement handle please contact us by email at servicio.clientes@mattel.com. 
 
Click here to view the replacement handle instructions or assembly walk through 
video. 
 
Our greatest concern has always rested with the safety of the children who play with 
our toys, which is why we have responded promptly in an effort to maintain the trust 
of the families that have allowed us to be part of their lives. 
 

http://service.mattel.com/us/recall/P8977_instructions.asp

